We develop a novel phase-modulation based dual-function system with joint radar and communication platforms. A bank of transmit beamforming weight vectors is designed such that they form the same transmit power radiation patterns whereas the phase associated with each transmit beam towards the intended communication directions belongs to a certain phase-constellation. During each radar pulse, a binary sequence is mapped into one point of the constellation which, in turn, is embedded into the radar emission by selecting the transmit weight vectors associated with that constellation point. The communication receiver detects the phase of the received signal and uses it to decode the embedded binary sequence. The proposed technique allows information delivery to the intended communication receiver regardless of whether it is located in the sidelobe region or within the main radar beam. Three signaling strategies are proposed which can be used to achieve coherent communications, non-coherent communications, and non-coherent broadcasting, respectively. It is verified that the proposed method provides improved bit error performance as compared to previously reported sidelobe modulation based dual-functionality techniques.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, the problem of radio frequency (RF) spectrum congestion has received considerable attention [1] - [8] . In particular, spectrum management and the coexistence of radar and communications have been the focus of intensive research [9] - [25] . Spectral congestion management via the waveform design and diversity paradigm has been reported in [26] - [30] . The coexistence of radar and communications can not only ease competition over bandwidth [1] , [3] , but can also enhance spectrum usage and efficiency in cognitive radio [17] and cognitive radar [18] . However, in order to enable sharing of spectrum resources and same bandwidth occupancy, effective approaches need to be devised for limiting cross-interference between the radar and communication system functions and properly utilizing the spatio-temporal degrees of freedom brought about by advances in waveform design and ubiquitous use of multi-sensor transmit/receive configurations.
Spectrum sharing and the use of common transmit platform between radar and communications require defining the primary and secondary system functions, as demanded by power allocations and preference in beam directivity. A method for embedding a covert message into the radar backscatter was addressed in [11] - [14] . The embedding of a communication signal into the radar emission was reported in [12] , wherein the radar transmit waveform is selected from a bank of waveforms, each representing a communication symbol. Another method for information embedding uses time modulated arrays to introduce variations in the sidelobe level (SLL) towards the intended communication receiver [19] . During each radar pulse, the communication receiver detects the SLL and interprets the associated information symbol. Recently, a dual-function radar-communication (DFRC) system using waveform diversity in tandem with sidelobe control was introduced [21] . The essence of this DFRC system is to simultaneously transmit multiple orthogonal waveforms where each waveform is used in tandem with sidelobe shift keying to embed binary data. It was shown in [21] that the communication process is inherently secure against intercepts from directions other than the pre-assigned communication directions. It is noted that the methods in [19] and [21] enable communications within the sidelobe region only.
The fact that the information embedding depends on the ability to modulate the signal amplitude transmitted towards the intended communication directions renders communication within the main radar beam infeasible, since the main beam is expected to remain unchanged during the entire processing interval.
In this paper, we propose a phase-modulation based method for embedding information into the radar emission. In order to deliver a message of N b bits per radar pulse, a dictionary of K = 2 N b symbols is constructed. During each radar pulse, one phase symbol is embedded into the radar emission towards the intended communication direction. The communication receiver detects the embedded phase symbol and, subsequently, deciphers the corresponding binary sequence. Three phase-modulation based transmit signaling strategies are developed. The first strategy is suitable for coherent symbol embedding at the transmitter and symbol detection at the receiver, i.e., it requires phase synchronization between transmitter and receiver. The other two signaling strategies are noncoherent, one is suitable for directional communications,
i.e., information embedding is directed towards a communication receiver located at a specific predetermined direction, and the other is applicable to broadcasting, i.e., the communication receiver can detect the embedded information regardless of the receiver directions.
For coherent communications, one radar waveform and a bank of K transmit beamforming weight vectors are required. Each phase symbol in the dictionary is associated with one transmit beamforming weight vector. The same radar waveform is used during all pulses, but the transmit beamforming weight vector changes from pulse to pulse depending on which phase symbol is embedded. Utilizing the principle of transmit radiation pattern invariance, all designed weight vectors are guaranteed to have the same transmit radiation pattern. The transmit radiation invariance property permits embedding of information towards communication receivers not only located within the sidelobe region but also within the main beam of the radar. For noncoherent communications, two orthogonal waveforms are used and the phase symbol is embedded as a phase rotation between two transmitted signal components, i.e., as the phase of the signal associated with the first transmit waveform relative to the phase associated with the second transmit waveform. Since both waveforms are emitted simultaneously and propagate through the same environments, the phase rotation is preserved. By estimating the phase rotations at the receiver, the embedded binary sequence can be obtained. It is worth noting that the use of two waveforms results in doubling the number of transmit beamforming weight vectors, i.e., during each radar pulse two weight vectors are used. This implies that a bank of 2K weight vectors required for the noncoherent case. The superiority of the proposed method over the recently developed methods in [19] and [21] is validated using simulation examples.
The remainder of paper is organized as follows. The signal model is described in Section February 5, 2016 DRAFT II. The proposed phase-modulation based information embedding method and the associated transmit signaling strategies are presented in Section III. Section IV provides a review of the two amplitude-modulation based methods for information embedding, previously reported in [19] and [21] . Supporting simulation results are presented in Section V and conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
II. SIGNAL MODEL
We consider a joint radar-communication platform equipped with M transmit antennas arranged as a uniform linear array. The radar receiver employs an array of N receive antennas with an arbitrary linear configuration. Without loss of generality, a single-element communication receiver is assumed to be located in direction θ c , which is known to the transmitter. The joint radarcommunications bandwidth is denoted as B and the total transmit power budget is P t . Let ψ u (t) and ψ v (t) be two orthogonal radar waveforms, each occupying the same bandwidth B. In other words, the spectral contents of both waveforms overlap in the frequency domain. It is assumed that each waveform is normalized to have unit power, i.e. Tp |ψ u (t)
where T p is the radar pulse duration and t is the fast time index. It is further assumed that the orthogonality condition Tp ψ u (t)ψ * v (t)dt = 0 is satisfied, where (·) * stands for the complex conjugate. The M × 1 baseband signal vector at the input of the transmit antennas can be expressed as
where P u and u denote the transmit power and the M × 1 transmit beamforming weight vector associated with ψ u (t), respectively, and P v and v denote the respective transmit power and the M × 1 transmit beamforming weight vector associated with ψ v (t). In (1), the total transmit power satisfies P t = P u + P v . The problem of transmit beamforming design considers the primary radar operation requirements, such as focusing the transmit power within the main beam region, keeping the sidelobe levels of the transmit radiation pattern below a certain predetermined threshold, and enforcing nulls towards jammers. The secondary communication function of the joint system is achieved by embedding information via controlling the phase of the signal radiated towards predetermined communication receivers with known directions.
Assume that L far-field targets of interest, located within the radar main beam, are observed in the background of strong clutter and interference. The N × 1 baseband representation of the February 5, 2016 DRAFT signals at the output of the radar receive antenna array is given by
where τ is the slow-time index (i.e., pulse number) and β (τ ) is the th target reflection coefficient which obeys the Swerling II target model, i.e., it remains constant during the entire radar pulse but changes from pulse to pulse. In addition, a(θ) and b(θ) are the M × 1 and the N × 1 steering vectors of the transmit and receive arrays, respectively, x i (t; τ ) is the N × 1 vector summarizing the background interference plus clutter signal contributions, z(t; τ ) is the N × 1 vector of additive white Gaussian noise with zero mean and covariance σ 2 z I N , (·) T stands for the transpose operation, and I N denotes the N × N identity matrix. Post-processing of the received radar data can be performed with or without pulse compression [31] , [32] . Pulse compression along with waveform diversity have proven to be a powerful tool in multiple-input multipleoutput (MIMO) radar [32] - [39] . Therefore, in this paper, we adopt the use of pulse compression at the radar receiver. Matched-filtering the received data to the radar transmit waveforms yields the 2N × 1 vector of virtual received data
where vec(·) denotes the vectorization of the columns of a matrix, (·) H stands for the Hermitian 
and n(t; τ ) is the additive white Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance σ 2 c . Substituting (1) in (4) and matched-filtering the received communication signal to ψ u (t) yields
where G u |u H a(θ c )| and φ u angle u H a(θ c ) are the magnitude and phase of the transmit beamforming complex gain towards the communication direction associated with ψ u , respectively, n u (τ ) is white Gaussian noise term at the output of the matched filter with zero mean and variance σ 2 c , and | · | and angle(·) stand for the magnitude and angle of a complex number, respectively. Similarly, matched-filtering y com (t; τ ) to the waveform ψ v (t) yields
where It is worth noting that, if u and v are appropriately designed such that the condition
to enjoy the so-called rotational invariance property. This property implies that the noise-free version of y u (τ ) equals the noise-free version of y v (τ ) up to some phase rotationφ. This phase rotation can be expressed asφ
Information embedding can be achieved by controlling the value of the phase rotation at the transmit side, i.e., by selecting the phase rotation from a predefined constellation. It is worth noting that both waveforms are radiated simultaneously and propagate through the same environment. Therefore, any phase synchronization error that occurs due to, for example, propagation distortion, yields the same phase error in both y u (τ ) and y v (τ ). This results in a common phase term in the numerator and denominator of (7) which has no effect on the phase rotation. Since measuring the phase associated with one waveform with respect to the phase associated with the other waveform cancels out any common phase term, the common initial phase at the transmit array and/or the common phase error terms have no effect on the estimation of the phase rotation at the receiver. Therefore, employing a phase decoder at the communication receiver does not require phase synchronization and, therefore, the communication process in this case is noncoherent.
In the remainder of the paper, we present several transmit signaling strategies and show how to appropriately design the transmit beamforming weight vectors in order to achieve a desired phase constellation.
III. PHASE-MODULATION BASED INFORMATION EMBEDDING
In this section, we introduce phase-modulation based method for embedding information into the radar emission. More specifically, three phase-modulation based transmit signaling strategies are proposed. The associated transmit beamforming design and phase-constellation formation are also presented.
A. Transmit Beamforming Design
We start with an M × 1 principal transmit beamforming weight vector w, which satisfies a certain desired transmit power radiation pattern. The main function of w is to concentrate the transmit power within a certain desired spatial sector Θ = [θ min , θ max ] while minimizing the power radiated in the out-of-sector regionΘ. Extension to multiple sector cases is straightforward. Sophisticated methods for designing a single transmit beamforming weight vector that achieves a desired pattern with ripple and transition band properties have been reported in the literature (see [38] , [37] and references therein). One way of designing w is by solving the following optimization problem [39] 
where θ i , i = 1, . . . , I and θ p , p = 1, . . . , P are continuums of angles chosen respectively, uniformly or non-uniformly from Θ andΘ, to approximate these two sectors, µ(θ) is an arbitrary phase profile which is assumed to be continuous within the desired sector Θ, and ε is a userspecified positive number to control sidelobe levels. The optimization problem (8) is convex and can be efficiently solved using the interior point methods [40] .
The M × 1 principal weight vector can be used to generate a population of 2 M −1 weight vectors of the same dimensionality, all having the same transmit power radiation pattern as that of w [41] , [42] . The aforementioned population, denoted as W = {w 1 , . . . , 
. It is worth noting that 2 M − 1 unique polynomials can be obtained as long as the zeros do not lie on the unit circle.
B. Coherent Phase-Modulation Based Communications
For coherent communication embedding, a single radar waveform can be used. This enables information embedding into the radar emission for the case of a single-input multiple-output (SIMO) radar operation. In this case, P u = P t and P v = 0, and the transmit signal model in (1) simplifies to
During each radar pulse, an N b bit information message composed of 1's and 0's, denoted as the binary sequence
where Ω k denotes the kth phase symbol. Ideally, the constellation Ω k can be chosen to be uniformly distributed on the unit circle. In order to embed N b -bit message in the radar emission, the corresponding phase symbol should be embedded in the transmitted signal. We build a transmit beamforming weight dictionary consisting of K vectors denoted as U = {u 1 , . . . , u K } where the kth weight vector is associated with the kth phase symbol Ω k . The kth weight vector can be chosen based on the following criterion
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To ensure unique one-to-one relationship between D PM and U, we enforce the condition u k = u k , k = k while solving (10) .
Depending on the actual bit sequence to be embedded during a certain radar pulse and the associated phase symbol, u in (9) should be chosen from {u 1 , . . . , u K }. Assume that Ω k is embedded during a certain pulse, then the received communication signal at the output of the matched filter (5) simplifies to
and the embedded phase can be estimated at the communication receiver aŝ
The actual embedded binary message can be decoded by comparing the phase estimate to the K dimensional phase dictionary φ 1 , . . . , φ K , where
It is worth noting that the accurate detection of the embedded message requires perfect phase synchronization between the joint radar-communication transmit platform and the communication receiver. Any synchronization mismatch will result in performance degradation. In the next subsection, we introduce a non-coherent information embedding strategy.
C. Non-Coherent Phase-Modulation Based Communications
To avoid degradation in the performance of the communication system due to transmit-receive phase synchronization errors and/or inaccurate channel coefficient estimation, we propose a non-coherent phase-modulation based communication embedding into the radar emission. The information message is embedded in the phase difference between the radar signal associated with the two waveforms. We build a transmit beamforming weight dictionary using K pairs of weight vectors denoted as {u 1 , v 1 }, . . . , {u K , v K } which can be chosen from the population W.
The phase difference associated with the kth pair is given by
The beamforming weight vector pair, which yields the closest phase-rotation ϕ k to the corresponding desired phase symbol Ω k , can be selected from the population W as follows:
Only one of the K phase-rotational symbols is embedded during each radar pulse to deliver the N b bits of information. Assuming that the total transmit power is split equally between the two radar waveforms being used, the transmit signal model (1) is rewritten as
With the kth phase-rotation symbol embedded on transmit, the respective out signals of the two matched filters at the communication receiver are given as
and
As a result, the phase-rotation embedded in the received signal can be estimated aŝ
The actual sequence of embedded bits can be determined by comparingφ(τ ) obtained from (19) to the phase-rotation dictionary (14) and mapping it to the corresponding binary sequence.
It is worth noting that both coherent and non-coherent information embedding strategies are angle dependent, i.e., they allow receivers located at the intended communication direction to detect the embedded message. The ability to detect the embedded information from directions other than the intended communication direction is limited especially for large constellation size.
D. Phase-Modulation Based Broadcast
The information embedding strategies introduced in Subsections III-B and III-C are angle de- 
Note that for any arbitrary direction θ, the phase difference between the signals associated with the kth broadcast vector pair {u k , v k } is given by
This implies that the phase difference between the two signals is constant regardless of the direction at which the communication receiver is located, i.e., the broadcast message can be detected from any arbitrary direction via estimating the phase-difference. However, as the transmit
| is angle dependent, the detection performance depends on whether the communication receiver is located within the radar mainlobe or the sidelobe region. In particular, receivers located within the main radar beam will be able to decode the embedded signal with much higher quality as compared to receivers located in the sidelobe region.
It is worth noting that broadcast signaling strategy based on (20) enables embedding the exact desired phase symbols Ω k , k = 1, . . . , K, i.e., the actual phase-rotation dictionary used (21) is the exact desired phase dictionary Ω k . On the other hand, for the non-coherent directional phasemodulation based communications discussed in Sec. III-C, the actual phase-rotation dictionary obtained by solving (15) is guaranteed to be as close as possible to the desired phase symbols Ω k , k = 1, . . . , K but not necessarily identical. However, for large values of M , the number 2 M −1 of weight vectors to choose from while solving (15) becomes very large, thus making it easier to achieve the exact desired phase dictionary.
Substituting (20) in (16) and assuming that the kth symbol is embedded, the transmit signal simplifies to
February 5, 2016 DRAFT whereψ(t) ψ u (t) + e −jΩ k ψ v (t). This means that the radar transmitter operates in a SIMO mode, i.e., at the radar receiver, pulse compression is achieved via matched filtering the radar received signal toψ(t).
The phase-rotation embedded in the received signal can be estimated using (19) . The actual embedded sequence can be determined by comparing the estimated phase to the phase-rotation dictionary Ω k , k = 1, . . . , K, and mapping it to the corresponding binary sequence.
IV. SIDELOBE CONTROL BASED INFORMATION EMBEDDING
For the sake of comparison, in this section, we briefly review the two DFRC methods reported in [19] and [21] . The essence of these two methods is to embed information into the radar emission via amplitude modulation of the SLL towards the intended communication direction.
Both methods enable information delivery to a communications receiver located within the sidelobe region of the radar. The method in [19] utilizes a single radar waveform and requires Assuming that the radar operation takes place in a wider spatial sector Θ = [θ min θ max ], one way to design the transmit beamforming weight vectors is to minimize the difference between the desired and actual transmit power radiation patterns under the constraints that the sidelobes be bounded by certain pre-defined levels. This can be formulated as the following optimization
where ∆ k is a user-controlled positive number which corresponds to the kth SLL towards the communication direction θ c . The value of ∆ k can be chosen from two or multiple SLLs depending on whether one or more bits are to be transmitted during each radar pulsedepending on whether The optimization problem (23)- (25) is convex and can be solved in a computationally efficient manner [40] . However, the parameter ε should be carefully chosen to warrant a feasible solution.
Note that the transmit beamforming weight vector obtained by solving (23)- (25) is normalized with a unit magnitude within the main radar beam. The actual transmit weight vector is scaled up to the desired transmit gain as long as the total transmit power budget does not exceed the maximum allowed power of the actual system. Further note that scaling up the transmit weight vector results in magnifying the transmit power distribution at all angles equally, i.e., the relative SLLs with respect to the mainlobe remain unchanged.
A. Information-Embedding Via Sidelobe Control
Assume that the kth symbol is embedded in the τ th pulse. Then, the method in [19] models the signal transmitted during this pulse as
The signal at the output of the matched-filter at the communication receiver in this case is given as
Measuring the signal strength at the receiver as η SLL (τ ) = |y c (τ )|, the transmitted symbol can be detected by comparing η SLL to a set of K − 1 thresholds T k , k = 1, . . . , K − 1, that divide the K SLLs in an appropriate manner. Then, the detected symbol can be converted to the corresponding bit sequence.
B. Information-Embedding Via Sidelobe Control and Waveform Diversity
This subsection briefly reviews a method for information-embedding using waveform diversity in tandem with sidelobe control [21] . This method uses only two transmit beamforming weight In addition to u H and u L , the method requires that the number of orthogonal waveforms equals to the number of transmit bits per radar pulse, i.e., N b waveforms are transmitted simultaneously.
During each radar pulse, every transmitted orthogonal waveform is used to deliver one information bit to the communication receiver. The nth orthogonal waveform ψ n (t), n = 1, . . . , N b , is radiated either via u H for b n (τ ) = 0 or u L when b n (τ ) = 1. In this case, the baseband transmit signals can be written as
Note that that the total transmit power P t is divided equally among the N b waveforms.
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At the communication receiver, the baseband representation of the received signal is given by
Matched-filtering the received data in (29) to each of the transmitted orthogonal waveforms yields the data sets y n (τ ), n = 1, . . . , N b , expressed as
where n n (τ ) is the additive noise at the output of the nth matched-filter with the same statistics as that of n c (t; τ ).
The transmitted bits can be detected by performing the following ratio test
where T 0 is a threshold. Note that the embedding and detection of each bit are independently performed from other bits due to the independence between the employed radar waveforms.
A few comments are in order with regards to the data rates that can be achieved using the SLL amplitude-modulated based DFRC methods. It is worth noting that most modern pulsed radar systems support pulse repetition frequencies in the kHz range [43] - [45] and, therefore, by embedding few bits per pulse, an overall data rate in the range of kbits per sec can be achieved.
When the number of transmit array elements is large, higher values of N b can be used leading to higher data rates. In addition to the waveform diversity, incorporating other types of diversity, e.g., polarization, offers the potential for achieving even higher data rates.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
For all simulation examples presented in this section, we consider a uniform linear transmit array consisting of M = 10 antennas spaced half wavelength apart, and assume that N b = 2 bits are embedded during each radar pulse.
Example 1: Transmit Power Radiation Pattern and Phase Constellation Design
We investigate the possibility of realizing multiple pairs of transmit beamforming weight vectors which have a certain desired transmit power distribution pattern as well as a desired phase-rotation dictionary. We assume that the main radar operation takes place within the sector
• is assumed. We design the principal transmit beamforming weight vector by solving the following optimization problem
It is assumed that the radar operation requires the power level emitted in the sidelobe areas to be at least 20 dB lower than the mainlobe and, therefore, ε = 0.1 is chosen. Note that the constraint (33) • . This enables choosing a suitable phase-rotation dictionary of K = 4 pairs by solving (15) . One realization for this case is indicated by the red circles in Fig. 2 . It can be observed from the figure that the K = 4 phase-rotation dictionary is almost uniformly distributed on the unit circle, leading to a better probability of detection at the receiver. For the proposed phase-modulation based broadcast method, the 4 pairs are chosen as u k = w, k = 1, . . . , 4 and
Example 2: BER Performance Within the Sidelobe Region
In this example, we investigate the performance of the proposed phase-modulation based methods in terms of the bit error rate (BER)and compare with that of the sidelobe control based techniques summarized in Sec. IV. For the proposed methods, we use the same parameters and weight vectors as in the previous example. The phase-rotation dictionary of dimension K = 4, which corresponds to the red circles in Fig. 2 , is used. Note that the method described in [19] does not employ waveform diversity. Instead, it employs a single waveform in tandem with 2 To compute the BER, a long sequence of 2 × 10 7 bits is randomly generated. During each radar pulse, two bits are embedded, i.e., the process of embedding/detecting two bits at a time is independently repeated 10 7 times. The propagation coefficient α c is modeled as a random variable with a constant unit magnitude and uniformly distributed random phase. Fig. 3 depicts the BERs for the five methods tested versus the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). It is clear that the three proposed phase-modulation based methods achieve superior BER performances as compared to the sidelobe control based methods. It can be observed from the figure that the proposed coherent phase-modulation based method achieves better BER performance as compared to the proposed non-coherent phase-modulation based methods. This is attributed to the fact that the coherent method assigns the total transmit power to a single waveform at the price that precise phase synchronization should be utilized. On the other hand, the two proposed non-coherent methods divide the transmit power between two waveforms while requiring no phase synchronization.
Example 3: BER Performance Within Main beam of the Transmit Power Pattern
We test the ability to communicate within the main radar beam. We assume that a communication receiver is located within the main beam at direction θ c = 7.5
• . All setup parameters are chosen to be the same as in Example 2 except that the weight vectors needed to implement the coherent method and the four weight vector pairs needed to implement the non-coherent method are selected from the 512 weight vector population by solving (10) and (15), respectively, using θ c = 7.5
• . For the non-coherent broadcast method, the same pairs of weight vectors from Example 2 are used. Fig. 4 shows the BER versus SNR for all methods tested. It is evident from the figure that the sidelobe control based methods totally fail to decode the embedded messages simply because they are designed to communicate within sidelobe region only. The BER curves for the three proposed phase-modulation based methods mirror the curves for the same methods in Fig. 4 except for a 20 dB shift on the SNR axis. This is due to the fact that the transmit processing gain within the main radar beam is 20 dB higher than the SLL. As a result, communications within the main radar beam is achieved with a much higher accuracy.
Example 4: BER Versus Angle
In this example, we test the possibility that an eavesdropper is able to receive/decode the embedded information from directions other than the intended communication direction. The simulation parameters are the same as in Example 3. In particular, we assume that the intended communication receiver is located at θ c = 7.5
• . We assume that the eavesdropper has perfect knowledge of both the employed waveforms and the information embedding strategy. • . It can be observed from the figure that the BER for non-coherent broadcast method is not flat. This is because the radiation power within the sidelobe region is not constant (see Fig. 1 ). Finally, we observe from the figure that the sidelobe control based method with waveform diversity has slightly better performance than the non-coherent phase-modulation based methods. However, it requires the use of K = 8 orthogonal waveforms while the non-coherent methods require only two orthogonal waveforms.
Example 5: DOA Estimation Performance
The final example evaluates the DOA estimation performance of the radar operation. We use the setup parameters from Examples 1 and 2. We assume two interfering reflectors that are located in the far-field at angles −52
• and −48
• , respectively. This means that the sources are located in the vicinity of the intended communication direction θ c = −50
• . The target reflection coefficients are assumed to be constant during each radar pulse, but change from pulse to pulse and are drawn from a normal distribution. The number of radar receive array elements is chosen as N = 10. The number of pulses used is 100, i.e., 100 data snapshots are used at the radar receiver to build the data covariance matrix. The MUSIC algorithm is used to perform DOA estimation for all methods tested. The two targets are assume to be resolved provided
is satisfied [46] . The root-mean square error (RMSE) and the probability of target resolution are averaged over 500 independent runs. Figs. 7 and 8 depict the RMSE versus SNR and the probability of target resolution versus SNR, respectively. It can be observed from the two figures that the three proposed phase-modulation based methods outperform the method of [19] and [21] . This is because, for the proposed methods, the SLL remains the same during the whole coherent processing interval. Therefore, any reflections from clutter or interference targets remain homogeneous during the entire coherent processing interval. On the other hand, the methods of [19] and [21] modulate the SLL towards the communication direction which results in nonhomogeneous clutter and/or interference at the radar receiver. As a result, the DOA estimation performance deteriorates which affects subsequent radar processing steps that depend on the estimated DOAs.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have developed a novel dual-function radar-communication system in which information embedding is achieved through phase modulation. A bank of transmit beamforming weight vectors is designed to provide the same power radiation pattern to satisfy in the radar function requirements, whereas the signal phase toward the intended communication directions is chosen from a predefined constellation so that communication information can be embedded. [19] SLL modulation plus waveform diversity [21] Proposed coherent phase modulation Proposed non−coherent phase modulation (broadcast) Proposed non−coherent phase modulation (directional) Fig. 4 . BER versus SNR for θc = 7.5
• ; Example 3. Probability of source resolution SLL modulation [19] SLL modulation plus waveform diversity [21] Proposed coherent phase modulation Proposed non−coherent phase modulation (broadcast) Proposed non−coherent phase modulation (directional) Fig. 8 . Probability of source resolution versus SNR; Example 5.
